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Abstract
Purpose: This article summarises the evolution of microwave array applicators for heating large area chest wall disease as an
adjuvant to external beam radiation, systemic chemotherapy, and potentially simultaneous brachytherapy.
Methods: Current devices used for thermotherapy of chest wall recurrence are reviewed. The largest conformal array
applicator to date is evaluated in four studies: (1) ability to conform to the torso is demonstrated with a CT scan of a torso
phantom and MR scan of the conformal water bolus component on a mastectomy patient; (2) specific absorption rate (SAR)
and temperature distributions are calculated with electromagnetic and thermal simulation software for a mastectomy patient;
(3) SAR patterns are measured with a scanning SAR probe in liquid muscle phantom for a buried coplanar waveguide CMA;
and (4) heating patterns and patient tolerance of CMA applicators are characterised in a clinical pilot study with 13 patients.
Results: CT and MR scans demonstrate excellent conformity of CMA applicators to contoured anatomy. Simulations
demonstrate effective control of heating over contoured anatomy. Measurements confirm effective coverage of large
treatment areas with no gaps. In 42 hyperthermia treatments, CMA applicators provided well-tolerated effective heating
of up to 500 cm2 regions, achieving target temperatures of Tmin¼ 41.4� 0.7�C, T90¼ 42.1� 0.6�C, Tave¼ 42.8� 0.6�C, and
Tmax¼ 44.3� 0.8�C as measured in an average of 90 points per treatment.
Conclusion: The CMA applicator is an effective thermal therapy device for heating large-area superficial disease such as
diffuse chest wall recurrence. It is able to cover over three times the treatment area of conventional hyperthermia devices
while conforming to typical body contours.

Keywords: chest wall recurrence, conformal applicator, microwave array, superficial hyperthermia

Background

Clinical problem

Breast cancer is the most prevalent form of cancer

in women, with over 192,000 new cases and 40,000

deaths reported annually in the USA in 2009 [1].

Prognosis is highly dependent upon the location and

extent of disease. Despite continued advances in

detection and treatment, outcomes for locally

advanced breast cancer (LABC) remain dismal with

standard neoadjuvant chemotherapy. Three- and

five-year disease-free survival rates are 65% and

55% respectively [2–4]. Inflammatory breast cancer

has only 15% five-year survival rate [2]. Failure to

control breast cancer at first occurrence dramatically

impairs quality of life, with escalating time required

for multiple follow-up treatment regimens and

increasing chance of complications such as disfiguring

ulcerations, oedema, bleeding, and pain requiring

narcotics long before death. Recurrence on the chest
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wall occurs in up to 22% of patients following

mastectomy, depending on primary size and location,

and adjuvant therapy [3]. For those that recur, the

median survival following recurrence is just 2 years.

As encouraging motivation for the current research,

survival ranges from a few months to over 30 years [4],

suggesting that significantly improved survival should

be possible with improved therapy. To make an

impact on this disease, there is an urgent need for

adjuvant therapy to increase the duration of local

control and improve quality of life for these patients.

Over the past two decades, numerous clinical trials

[5–8] including randomised trials in breast and chest

wall disease [9–11] have shown that moderate

heating to 40�–45�C for 60 min combined with

radiation and/or chemotherapy enhances complete

response rates and improves quality of life. While

encouraging, these results were obtained with equip-

ment that was not optimised for the clinical require-

ments. The problem remains that hyperthermia

devices typically heat only small regions while chest

wall disease often spreads over large portions of the

torso including the anterior and lateral chest wall and

proceeding down the trunk to the abdomen and

eventually to the back and shoulders. Typical cases of

recurrent chest wall disease are shown in Figure 1.

Numerous devices have evolved over the past three

decades to heat chest wall disease, including a

number of conformal applicators that can heat

increasingly larger portions of the torso at one time

rather than apply multiple sequential treatments of

smaller regions. Following a brief review of devices

and techniques available to heat chest wall recur-

rence of breast cancer, this article focuses on a new

heat applicator becoming available for addressing

diffuse chest wall disease with a significantly larger

treatment area and improved patient interface for

more comfortable and convenient thermotherapy.

Current devices for heating chest wall (CW) disease

Methods for heating superficial tissue disease have

been reviewed previously [7, 12–14]. While ultra-

sound (US) systems can be focused precisely to small

targets at depth and have shown the ability to smear

uniform heating across larger regions of the body

[15] even simultaneously with external beam radio-

therapy [16–17], most ultrasound systems have

difficulty heating contoured anatomy and tissue

overlying shallow depth bone. For this reason,

treatments of recurrent CW disease are most often

performed with microwave sources that limit power

deposition to 15–20 mm depth, avoiding discomfort

from underlying ribs. While microwave waveguide

and horn antennas have been used extensively for

treating superficial disease, these bulky applicators

are flat and do not conform to the skin surface over

typical patient anatomy. In addition, the need for

adjustment of power deposition to accommodate

variable tissue type, blood perfusion and irregularly

shaped disease on contoured anatomy has necessi-

tated a move to multiple antenna systems with

variable power deposition. Thus multi-element

array devices such as the 15 cm square 915 MHz

4� 4 planar array microwave system (Microtherm,

Labthermics Technologies, Urbana, IL) [18] and

12 cm diameter 8 antenna array (SA-8, BSD

Medical, Salt Lake City, UT) [19] have been used

to increase the size and adjustability of heating

patterns. As applicators increase in size to treat

larger areas, the need for flexibility and improved

patient interface to handle multiple power connec-

tions, surface cooling, and temperature monitoring

for treatment control are intensified. The largest

surface heating applicators to date include the 25

aperture 915 MHz spiral microstrip array developed

at Stanford University, CA [20] and its commercial

implementation as a 24 antenna microstrip spiral

Figure 1. Typical cases of chest wall recurrence of breast cancer to be addressed with conformal thermotherapy.
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array (SA-24, BSD Medical Corp., Salt Lake City

UT), the 434MHz flexible PCB microstrip-based

contact flexible microstrip applicator (CFMA)

[21–23] and the emerging dual concentric conductor

(DCC)-based conformal microwave array (CMA)

applicator [24–31] which has subsequently been

expanded for use with simultaneously administered

radiation from either external beam electrons or

scanning HDR brachytherapy source [32–35]. This

latter applicator is the subject of this article. Many

other superficial heating applicators are available, but

most are either small area or have large physical size

with a patient interface that precludes use for large

contoured areas of the torso such as that shown in

Figure 1.

Thermometry for monitoring and control of therapy

With appropriate efforts to filter, shield, and align

wires perpendicular to the electric field, thermocou-

ples have been used successfully in electromagnetic

(EM) fields [36] but are in general not recom-

mended for microwave thermometry [37]. Instead,

fibre-optic probes consisting of plastic or glass fibres

with non-metallic temperature sensing elements have

proven more suitable since they minimise artefacts

and field perturbation. Current systems provide

essentially artefact-free readout of temperature even

in the most intense EM fields, with an accuracy

of� 0.3�C. The probes are generally inserted

through plastic catheters which may be left in the

tumour between treatments with good patient toler-

ance. Following careful multipoint temperature cal-

ibration, high resistance lead thermistors exhibit very

good accuracy and precision, and long term stabil-

ity[38]. Similar to fibre-optics, the probes have

excellent immunity to electrical readout artefacts

and calibration is unique to each sensor so probes are

not interchangeable. Even with EMI-immune ther-

mal sensors, careful attention to the size and location

of low dielectric constant plastic catheters is required

to minimise perturbation of the radiated field in

tissue [39]. For monitoring and control of large area

heat treatments, a small number of fixed location

sensors is generally inadequate to provide feedback

to multiple generators for balanced heating across

heterogeneous tissues. A common method to

improve characterisation of the temperature distri-

bution is to cyclically scan individual sensors through

catheters lying on the skin surface and/or implanted

at shallow depth in the tumour target. This thermal

mapping procedure provides a linear profile of

temperature readings at 5–10 mm increments along

each catheter, but introduces a delay in reading

temperature up to a minute or more while the probe

is moving between measurement positions.

While thermal dosimetry for superficial hyperther-

mia has generally been performed with individual

sensors that sample a small number of fixed location

points, there are a number of non-invasive approaches

under investigation that can quantify more complete

2-D and 3-D temperature distributions.

Infrared thermography can be useful in the measure-

ment of large surface temperature distributions, but

practical considerations of the hyperthermia applica-

tor blocking direct vision of the heated surface have

restricted its usefulness primarily to dosimetry of SAR

patterns in split-phantom models [40]. Alternatively,

2D temperature distributions of a surface underlying

a hyperthermia applicator may be obtained using a

pre-configured thermal monitoring sheet (TMS)

fabricated as a uniformly spaced grid of

non-perturbing sensors in a thin and flexible sheet.

Such a surface-conforming 2D array of sensors has

been proposed for clinical monitoring and feedback

control of multiple element array microwave applica-

tors when the spacing of sensors corresponds to the

spacing of independently controllable heat sources

[31, 41, 42]. Other technologies are currently under

investigation for their potential to read volumetric

temperature distributions deep in tissue. It is well

known that MW antennas can be used not only for

depositing energy, but also as sensitive receivers to

collect temperature-dependent black-body radiation

from nearby tissue. Microwave radiometers with

multiple frequency bands to interrogate different

tissue volumes at depth have demonstrated usefulness

in monitoring temperature profiles of tissues up to

50 mm depth [43–47] and for control of microwave

hyperthermia [48–50]. Potentially simpler single band

radiometers have also been proposed for balancing the

power levels of multiple antenna arrays during

hyperthermia treatment [30, 51, 52]. While difficul-

ties resulting from tissue movement during scanning

remain to be solved, real-time multi-slice magnetic

resonance thermal imaging (MRTI) is already a

practical technique for non-invasive monitoring of

volumetric tissue temperature distributions as well as

physiological changes during heat therapy [53–57].

Current efforts with proton resonance frequency shift

(PRFS)-based MRTI have demonstrated resolutions

on the order of 0.5�–1�C in 1 cm3 sensing volumes

with less than 1 min scan time for non-invasive

monitoring and control of thermal therapy [58–61].

While MR thermal imaging has well-established

usefulness for non-invasive volumetric dosimetry of

deep hyperthermia in the pelvic region, the impact of

MRTI for superficial hyperthermia is unclear at this

time – especially for circulating water bolus-coupled

applicators located over the thoracic region which is

prone to motion artefacts. For the next few years,

thermometry to control clinical hyperthermia treat-

ments with large multiple antenna arrays is likely to be

688 P. R. Stauffer et al.
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accomplished with a single EMI immune sensor

located under each antenna, and/or thermal mapping

of sensors across the antenna array since those

technologies are readily available and provide ade-

quate feedback to control the treatment.

For enhanced control of increasingly larger

antenna arrays, real-time measurement of tumour

temperature distributions should move towards

approaches such as 2D thermal monitoring sheets or

3D characterisation of subsurface temperatures with

single or multiband radiometers under each indepen-

dently controllable heat source. These

non-invasive monitoring approaches should be imple-

mented soon to provide tighter control of treatment

temperatures and higher minimum thermal dose

within diffuse superficial disease target volumes.

Conformal microwave array applicator for large area

chest wall disease

The CMA applicator is the largest superficial hyper-

thermia applicator reported to date. It consists of a

thin and flexible microwave antenna array, coupled

with a surface conforming water-bolus containing

circulated temperature-controlled water for skin

surface cooling and electromagnetic coupling. An

elastic support structure with optional inflatable air

bladders holds the entire assembly securely over

contoured anatomy. The heating component is

fabricated from a flexible printed circuit board

(PCB) array of the basic building block element

dual concentric conductor (DCC) multi-fed �/4

square slot aperture which has been characterised

previously and published extensively. Following ini-

tial optimisation of the radiation pattern of DCC

square slot apertures by Rossetto and others

[24–26, 28, 29, 62], Maccarini et al. [63–65]

demonstrated the ability to produce similar periph-

erally enhanced heating patterns that extend out to

the perimeter of triangular or other polygon shapes as

well as square apertures. Furthermore, the microstrip

feed-lines that distribute power from RF connectors

on one edge of the PCB were optimised to include

tuning stubs at each DCC aperture feed-point and

the original open microstrip design was replaced with

a coplanar waveguide buried between two ground

planes to reduce losses in the PCB structure and

eliminate radiation into air behind the antenna array

[66]. These enhancements improved matching and

power efficiency of the PCB slot apertures without

changing the SAR distribution in tissue.

Figure 2A shows the basic feed-line design of a 3 cm

square DCC slot aperture fed via buried coplanar

waveguide feed-lines, as optimised with electromag-

netic simulations (HFSS, Ansoft, Pittsburg, PA)

using a technique that has been reported previously

[63–65]. The four tuning stubs match the 50 ohm co-

planar waveguide transmission lines to the feed

impedance of the DCC slot and provide equal phase

and amplitude microwave power to the four symmet-

ric feed-points. The tuning stubs and feed-lines were

designed for best impedance match of the DCC

apertures radiating into human chest wall tissues

through a deionised water bolus. Simulations were

performed for a range of typical tissue properties and

water bolus thicknesses, and the tuning stubs adjusted

to best accommodate an ‘average’ tissue load [63–65].

Figure 2B shows the computer aided design (CAD)

layout of a 35 aperture array of 3 cm square DCC

apertures intended to fit an L-shaped CMA applicator

for heating 42� 27 cm area of disease spreading

across the upper chest and around the side under

the arm to mid back. Figure 2C shows the corre-

sponding water bolus coupling layer that has been

optimised for uniform distribution of temperature

regulated deionised water to homogenise the temper-

ature across the face of the large array. Following

optimisation of the design for fit [67] and uniformity

of flow distribution [68], water bolus prototypes such

as that shown in Figure 2C have been fabricated by a

commercial collaborator (Bionix Development,

Paoli, PA). Suitable fabrics with �2:1 elasticity have

Figure 2. (A) Buried coplanar waveguide feed-line design to excite a single PCB square slot aperture with matching stubs
on the fixed-width coplanar slot feeding each excitation port, (B) matched CPW feed-line distribution network to 35 element
L-shaped CMA array, and (C) matching 5–10-mm thick water bolus coupling layer with optimised circulation for
homogeneous temperature across large surface and integral thermal mapping catheters [34, 35].

Conformal microwave array (CMA) applicators for hyperthermia of diffuse chest wall recurrence 689
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been formed into a stretchable over-garment vest with

adjustable Velcro fasteners to hold the coupling bolus

and PCB antenna array securely in place over

contoured anatomy. Although there are plans to

integrate non-invasive microwave radiometry tem-

perature monitoring into future CMA applicators [30,

51, 69, 70], the current applicator includes an array of

skin contacting catheters crossing the water bolus

under the centre of each row of DCC apertures for

thermal mapping of temperature sensors during

treatment. CMA applicators have been fabricated in

sizes ranging from 6 to 40 individually powered 2–

6 cm square DCC apertures [31, 71, 72]. Custom

antenna arrays can be designed rapidly using a

commercial CAD program (ADS – Agilent, Santa

Rosa, CA) and sent to a PCB manufacturer for

fabrication with a 3-week turn-around. Thin water

coupling boluses (6–12 mm thick) with quick-connect

tube fittings and internal water distribution for uni-

form circulation of degassed deionised water coolant

as in Figure 2C can be fabricated to match the size and

shape of the custom arrays.

Results

Over the past decade, the CMA applicator design has

evolved in terms of antenna construction, water

bolus shape and internal water distribution, and

outer elastic support structure. These changes have

all contributed to an improved patient interface that

accommodates an increasing range of size and shape

of disease over highly contoured anatomy without

significant change in the SAR pattern of the basic

DCC-based CMA applicator. The following sections

briefly summarise the results of four evaluations of

CMA applicator performance in terms of: (1) con-

formity of current CMA applicator design to con-

toured anatomy, (2) theoretical ability of current

CMA to heat tissue uniformly over contoured

anatomy, (3) SAR measurements of the most

recent buried coplanar waveguide printed circuit

array configuration, and (4) a clinical evaluation of

heating performance of microstrip based CMA

applicators in 13 chest wall recurrence patients.

Performance evaluation of CMA

applicators – conformity to chest wall

The ability of CMA applicators to conform to typical

patient contours was assessed in both torso shaped

phantom models that could be scanned with stan-

dard computerised tomography (CT) and in an IRB

approved volunteer study to assess comfort and

secure fit of the recently optimised conformal water

bolus vest with serial MR imaging. Figure 3A shows

Figure 3. CMA applicator conformity to contoured chest wall: (A) Photo of 18-element DCC array coupled with 9-mm
thick water bolus to torso phantom, (B) CT scan cross section of torso phantom through one row of the 18 element DCC
array, (C) Elastic outer support vest, (D) MR scan showing conformal water bolus on a mastectomy patient.

690 P. R. Stauffer et al.
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an 18-element coplanar waveguide array wrapped

around the chest wall region of a torso model

overlying a surface-conforming rectangular water

bolus (Bionix Development, Paoli, PA). The appli-

cator was secured around the contoured surface with

a vest shaped elastic over-garment such as that shown

in Figure 3B. A CT scan of the torso model is shown

in Figure 3C to demonstrate the ability of CMA

applicators to conform to an appropriately contoured

surface with no trapped air pockets. The thin broken

white line along the top of the 9-mm thick water

bolus is the copper DCC array apertures. Figure 3D

demonstrates the close conformal fit of the water

bolus vest to a mastectomy patient chest wall. In this

image, the outer white region extending from the

sternum under the arm to the back is a 6-mm thick

water bolus separated from the skin by 0.5 mm PVC.

The air filled catheters for thermal mapping of

tumour target surface temperatures are seen (black)

in intimate contact with skin (black) and water bolus

(white). Results of the 10-patient study of comfort

and secure fit for a 90-min treatment interval will be

reported separately.

SAR and thermal simulations for large area disease

Thermal therapy for chest wall disease is challenging

due to the large and highly contoured surface areas to

be treated. It typically requires multiple treatment

fields with standard 100–430 cm2 superficial hyper-

thermia applicators found in most hyperthermia

clinics. Larger conformal applicators that can accom-

modate contoured anatomy are preferred. Several

multiple element array applicators have been

reported in the literature, but have not been

characterised for heating properties over contoured

anatomy. For this effort, electromagnetic (EM) and

thermal simulations were performed using commer-

cial software and 3D simulation approaches that have

been described previously for EM [63, 64, 66] and

thermal [34, 35, 68, 72] modelling of planar appli-

cators. EM simulations were performed with HFSS

(Ansoft) for a 42� 27 cm L-shaped CMA to assess

the ability to deliver localised heating to diffuse chest

wall disease that extends from the sternum over a

mastectomy scar and around the side to the back.

The computer model for this situation consisted of a

15 mm deep tissue target along the contoured surface

of an elliptical shape muscle-equivalent phantom

‘torso’ coupled to the DCC array with a 9-mm thick

deionised water bolus. The iso-SAR patterns 10 mm

deep in tissue shown in Figures 4A and 4B demon-

strate the ability of a 35-element CMA to deliver

adjustable heating patterns over a large contoured

surface with no unintended gaps in effective coverage

<50% SARmax within the array perimeter. Heating

was further characterised using finite element simu-

lation software, Comsol (Stockholm, Sweden) to

calculate the predicted temperature distribution for

the array configuration of Figure 4B. Shown in

Figure 4C is the steady-state temperature distribu-

tion in one cross-sectional plane of the heating array

for a 42�C water bolus. Blood perfusion rates of 2

and 1 kg/m3/s were assumed inside the target and

surrounding muscle tissue for the tissue properties

reported in Maccarini et al. [66]. The temperature

distribution in Figure 4C shows thermal elevation

into the hyperthermic temperature range (40–44�C)

everywhere within the 15 mm deep target tissue

under the perimeter of the active heating elements.

Figure 4. Simulated SAR and heating pattern on contoured surface of an elliptical tissue model. (A) Normalised SAR
10 mm deep in muscle for a 35 element CMA with three centrally located DCC antennas powered off to demonstrate
localisation and control of heating; (B) Normalised SAR pattern 10 mm deep in muscle on the contoured torso for a second
power configuration as shown inset (selected peripheral apertures in black turned off). (C) Steady-state temperature
distribution inside the simulated target volume extending 15 mm deep, as calculated for the SAR distribution of Figure 4B.

Conformal microwave array (CMA) applicators for hyperthermia of diffuse chest wall recurrence 691
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SAR pattern of buried coplanar waveguide CMA

A 3� 6 element array of 3 cm square DCC apertures

spaced 20 mm apart was fabricated from a 3 layer

liquid crystal polymer (LCP) printed circuit board

material (Rogers, Chandler, AZ) using a novel

double ground layer buried coplanar waveguide

feed-line structure. This rectangular DCC array

uses the 3 cm2 radiating slot configuration optimised

previously for microstrip DCC arrays and the new

feed-line design of the L-shape applicator shown in

Figure 2. Figure 5A shows a photo of the 17� 32 cm

DCC array with Xs marking antennas that are turned

off for a demonstration of heating pattern control.

Figure 5B shows the SAR pattern measured in a

plane 10 mm deep in liquid muscle-equivalent phan-

tom, with no power applied to the four corner

elements and two central elements to demonstrate

the high degree of conformability to an arbitrary

heating configuration. The 50% iso-SAR contour

measured in the 10-mm deep plane is shown in

Figure 5C for this power configuration. Figures 5D

and 5E show the SAR patterns simulated with HFSS

for this applicator configuration, for comparison.

Note the localisation of power deposition under the

powered DCC apertures and effective coverage of

heating across large areas of tissue (30–16 cm for this

18 antenna array). The impedance match of this new

coplanar waveguide array coupled with a 6 mm water

bolus to muscle-equivalent phantom load was S11¼

10–12 db as compared to 6–7 db for earlier micro-

strip designs. Further improved matching should be

achieved with the coplanar arrays coupled to chest

wall tissue for which the tuning stubs were designed.

Clinical evaluation of CMA

A clinical evaluation of heating uniformity from

CMA applicators was carried out at the University of

California San Francisco (UCSF) an IRB approved

protocol for microwave array hyperthermia com-

bined with external beam radiation for chest wall

recurrence. Thirteen patients signed an informed

consent and received one or more 60-min heat

treatments using 915 MHz conformal microwave

array (CMA) heat applicators ranging in size from

15 to 27 aperture arrays of 3 or 4 cm square DCC

apertures. The potential effective treatment area of

the CMA applicators was 375–500 cm2 along the

contoured anatomy surface. Most patients also

received heat treatments with a 4� 4 planar array

microwave system (Microtherm) with approximately

13� 13 cm (169 cm2) treatment area which was the

current clinical hyperthermia system for chest wall

disease at the time of this investigation. For both

systems, temperatures were measured with

fibre-optic sensors scanned inside 3–7 catheters

crossing the tissue surface as exemplified in the left

Figure 5. (A) 3� 6 DCC array (17� 32 cm) fabricated with three-layer LCP and buried coplanar waveguide feed-lines and
matching stubs; (B) measured SAR distribution 10 mm deep in muscle-equivalent phantom for the power configuration with
six antennas marked with X’s turned off; (C) 50% iso-SAR contour in the 10-mm deep plane for the power configuration
shown in Figure 5A; (D) HFSS simulated SAR pattern for same power configuration tested in Figure 5B; (E) 3D rendering
of HFSS simulation of 25%, 50% and 75% SAR iso-SAR surfaces for same power configuration.
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panel of Figure 1, and in some patients also at 10 mm

increments along an interstitial catheter that was

inserted up to 14 cm at a depth of 5–10 mm beneath

the skin. The goals of this initial clinical evaluation of

CMA applicator performance were to: (1) demon-

strate the ability to heat increasingly larger superficial

disease regions over contoured anatomy than possi-

ble with previous microwave applicators, (2) charac-

terise uniformity of heating of the selected target

region under the conformal array, aiming for thera-

peutic temperatures in the range of 40�–45�C; (3)

produce high thermal dose uniformly within large

target regions with acceptable toxicity, demonstrat-

ing cumulative thermal doses of CEM43T90410

equivalent minutes for each treatment, and

CEM43T904100 total for the treatment course of

8–10 treatments, using the thermal dose calculation

defined by Dewey [74] and (4) document patient

comfort and tolerance to CMA treatments.

Prototype CMA applicators were used for 42

hyperthermia treatments in 13 ethnically diverse

female patients with chest wall recurrence, including

7 white, 2 black, 2 Hispanic-Latino, and 2

Asian-Pacific patients. For the evaluation of heating

performance of the conformal applicator, tumour

target was defined as the extent of visible/palpable

disease that fell within the perimeter of the DCC

aperture array plus a 10-mm margin. For the 42 heat

treatments, the mean number of measured temper-

ature points within the target volume was 90� 29,

ranging from 24 to 140 points. In every treatment an

attempt was made to distribute thermal mapping

catheters evenly across the tissue surface and under

each independently powered aperture, and to record

temperatures at 10–20 mm increments along each

catheter. Due to the time required for manual

mapping of large contoured areas of the torso,

complete thermal maps were recorded within the

first 15 min of the heat treatment and 1–2 more times

during the 60 min treatment. Power levels of indi-

vidual apertures were balanced based on the thermal

maps to produce more uniform temperatures under

the array. For this evaluation of applicator heating

uniformity, temperatures are generally taken from

the second thermal map which is intended to

represent the steady state ‘adjusted’ heating pattern.

The mean temperatures measured within the tumour

target in these 42 treatments were Tmin¼

41.4� 0.7�C, T90¼ 42.1� 0.6�C, Tave¼ 42.8�

0.6�C, and Tmax¼ 44.3� 0.8�C. The mean cumula-

tive equivalent minutes thermal dose was

CEM43T90¼ 23.2� 19.6 min per treatment.

Figure 6A shows a typical recording of

mid-treatment thermal dosimetry for a single heat

treatment with large 24 element CMA.

Temperatures are shown at 10-mm increments

along four catheters crossing the tumour target

surface under the four rows of six DCC heat

apertures. A fifth sensor was thermally mapped at

10-mm increments along an implanted catheter

crossing the tumour at approximately 10 mm depth

under the applicator. A water bolus temperature of

42�–42.5�C was used as previous clinical experience

with both planar and conformal microwave array

applicators demonstrated most balanced heating

from skin surface to depths of 10–15 mm at this

bolus temperature. This observation has subse-

quently been confirmed with comprehensive thermal

modelling [35] that describes somewhat deeper

heating to 20 mm depth with cooler bolus and

Figure 6. Temperatures measured during clinical hyperthermia with 31� 14 cm CMA applicator on a chest wall patient.
(A) Temperatures measured at 10 mm increments in four catheters on the tumour target surface and one catheter implanted
approximately 10 mm deep, prior to adjusting DCC power levels for most uniform heating. (B) Temperatures measured at
10 mm increments along an indwelling catheter 5–10 mm deep in tissue midway through heat treatments of the same patient,
once with a 24 aperture conformal array and average of four successive treatments with a 16 element planar array applicator.
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balanced heating from skin to 15 mm depth with

42�C bolus. Although antenna power levels were

adjusted based primarily on thermally mapped sur-

face sensors for all patients, some of the treatments

had an interstitial catheter to provide 10–15 temper-

atures at depth in tumour for correlation of surface

and deep temperatures. Figure 6B compares heating

distributions obtained near mid-treatment in an

interstitial catheter 5–10 mm deep in tumour target

for two different heat applicators. The dashed curve

represents the average interstitial temperatures

obtained in four successive treatments with the

Microtherm planar array applicator and the solid

line data is from a treatment of the same disease with

a 24 aperture conformal microwave array. The data

show that in this patient, who is typical of other chest

wall recurrence cases, the CMA applicator reached

higher temperatures in many but not all portions of

the tumour target, most likely due to better confor-

mal fit of the heating antennas to the contoured

surface. Direct comparison of heating uniformity

within the perimeter of each applicator was possible

in seven patients treated with both a conformal array

and the Microtherm planar array. Table I compares

dosimetry parameters for the best treatment obtained

with the planar array and CMA applicators treating

the same disease in seven patients. Note that the

number of measured points and overall treatment

volume was higher for the CMA applicators than for

the planar array which was limited to 13� 13 cm

effective treatment area. Overall, the CMA applica-

tors produced similarly effective therapeutic heating

of large volume disease to the desired 41.5�–44.5�C

target range, and in most cases produced higher

minimum temperatures and cumulative thermal dose

over much larger target areas than possible with the

waveguide array.

In addition to the quantitative thermal dosimetry

summarised above, the CMA applicators were eval-

uated in terms of two subjective criteria, including

operator friendliness and comments regarding

relative comfort and tolerance to treatment from all

patients that were treated with both the planar array

and CMA applicator. Since the CMA ranged from

1.7 to 3 times larger effective treatment area than the

waveguide array, the entire disease target was gen-

erally covered with a single CMA heat treatment,

whereas multiple patch area treatments were

required to cover the entire disease with the smaller

15� 15 cm waveguide array. Thus thermal mapping

of larger surface areas was required for each CMA

treatment, with a correspondingly larger number of

measurement points and time for set-up and map-

ping. Along with placement of the outer elastic

support garment to secure the applicator to patient

disease, the CMA required approximately 10 min

longer for each set-up. For many patients, this extra

set-up time was more than compensated by combin-

ing multiple 60-min patch treatments into one large

area CMA treatment. While the large number of

independently controlled power amplifiers required

increased thermal mapping activity and translation to

power adjustments during treatment, in general the

operator appreciated the ability to electronically

adjust heating with high resolution to accommodate

patient disease on the curving surface of the torso. So

in general, the CMA required increased effort on the

part of the operator during the 1 h treatment but

saved time overall when multiple patch treatments

could be accommodated in one large treatment field,

and was more responsive to control signals to adjust

power for uniform heating.

Although toxicity was not a primary end-point of

this thermal dosimetry protocol, there was no unex-

pected toxicity from use of the CMA applicator nor

noticeable difference compared to the 915 MHz

planar array which was the standard hyperthermia

applicator used at UCSF for chest wall recurrence at

the time of this evaluation. Toxicity from use of these

915 MHz hyperthermia applicators in combination

with external beam radiotherapy was limited to 10%

incidence of minor thermal blisters of previously

Table I. Same site thermal dosimetry comparison of the best treatments with conformal microwave array (CMA) and planar
array (PA) applicators. Negative values mean the planar array produced higher average temperatures for the measured points
in target. Total number of measured points in tumour target is higher for CMA, proportionate to the increased treatment
area. Note the planar array was limited to treating a portion (169 cm2) of the disease target whereas the CMA coverage
ranged from 288 to 500 cm2 as needed to cover the entire tumour target.

Patient

Tmax Tmin T90 Tave CEM43T90

CMA CMA/PA

# CMA CMA-PA CMA CMA-PA CMA CMA-PA CMA CMA-PA CMA CMA-PA Target Area Ratio

1 45 1 41.1 0.4 42.2 0.1 42.3 �0.8 20 5 31� 14 2.6

2 44.4 0.4 42.3 0.7 42.4 0.4 43 0 26 12 22� 17 2.2

3 43.2 �1.9 41.5 0.2 42.2 0.3 42.5 �0.4 20 7 24� 12 1.7

4 47 3.8 41.8 0.1 42.5 0.5 43 0.6 30 15 23� 19 2.6

5 43.9 �0.1 41.3 �0.2 41.9 �0.2 42.4 �0.2 14 �3 25� 20 3.0

6 43.2 �0.8 41.2 0.1 41.6 �0.3 42 �0.6 8 �4 25� 20 3.0

7 44.1 0.1 42.1 0.5 42.3 0.1 43.1 0 23 14 25� 15 2.2
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irradiated skin, all of which healed without need for

medical attention. This is consistent with the

toxicities reported in the literature for treatment of

previously irradiated chest wall disease with combi-

nation heat and radiation [7].

The conformal applicators included a large area

thin layer water bolus preheated to 42.5�C that was

wrapped over and around the target disease prior to

placement of the flexible PCB microwave array. The

entire multilayer assembly was covered by an elastic

strap or stretch shirt to hold the applicator snugly in

place over the tissue target. Comments from all 13

patients documented that they preferred the relative

comfort of the snug body conforming applicator

compared to the heavy and bulky planar waveguide

array which had a floppy water bolus at the same

temperature but pressed hard against the skin to

ensure skin contact around the periphery of the array.

The net effect was that the lightweight conformal

array held to the patient surface with an elastic

support was notably more comfortable and tolerable

for the hour long treatment than the heavy waveguide

array which some patients likened to an ‘elephant’s

foot’. In addition, the elastic fixation of applicator

over the contoured surface allowed a large range of

motion for the patient, whereas the planar array was

supported by a holding arm that was fixed in position

and thus did not allow patient movement during

treatment. In fact, some patients changed positions

from lying down to sitting or even standing tempo-

rarily while the CMA heating progressed uninter-

rupted. This ability to move during hyperthermia

treatment was a significant factor in the improved

comfort and tolerance of patients to the hyperthermia

procedure relative to the planar waveguide array

applicator. Even when the heated area covered

disease up to three times the maximum area treatable

with the planar array, patients tolerated the treat-

ments better and with higher overall treatment

temperatures.

Conclusion

Recurrent breast cancer patients present with a wide

range of size, shape and depth of disease. The

literature is rife with examples of how heat can be

used to enhance therapeutic results of radiation and

chemotherapy, but previous clinical results have been

obtained with less than optimal hyperthermia equip-

ment that often limits the quality and extent of

heating, and ease of application. This has reduced

enthusiasm for thermotherapy even though the

results have proven useful when heating is possible.

Moving forward, there are a number of devices now

available to treat breast and chest wall disease and an

increasing number of devices in final stages of

development for accommodating a larger number

of patients with difficult to heat disease. This article

provides an overview of current state of the art in heat

applicators and temperature measurement

approaches for diffuse superficial chest wall disease,

with emphasis on a device intended to treat the

largest area disease extending beyond the anterior

chest wall. This CMA applicator may be configured

as a conformal wrap around the anterior and lateral

chest, or expanded into a complete vest to treat

diffuse disease extending across the torso. An eval-

uation of heating performance of large conformal

microwave array applicators with up to 500 cm2

treatment area is presented. First the power deposi-

tion pattern is given for a large multiaperture DCC

array coupled to a homogeneous muscle tissue-

equivalent load to demonstrate the high degree of

control of heating within the DCC array constructed

from new coplanar waveguide feed-line network.

Next the power deposition pattern is calculated for a

typically contoured patient and superimposed on a

realistic contoured anatomy as obtained from an MR

scan of a single mastectomy patient. Most impor-

tantly, CMA applicator heating performance is eval-

uated in a small pilot study in 13 patients heated with

both a 4� 4 planar waveguide array and a CMA

applicator. Direct quantitative comparison of ther-

mal dosimetry is presented for seven patients in

which the same disease site was treated with

matching thermal mapping and qualitative compar-

ison of relative patient comfort and tumour coverage

is given for all 13 patients. The results demonstrate

similarly therapeutic heating to the intended

41.5�–44.5�C range within the perimeter of the

heat applicators for both microwave array applicators

with a minor increase in minimum and average

temperatures achieved with the conformal array. In

addition the conformal arrays were able to treat a

larger effective area over contoured regions of the

anatomy that required multiple placements of the

smaller planar array applicator. Overall, the proto-

type conformal array applicators provided

well-tolerated heating within the desired range, with

temperature parameters of Tmin¼ 41.4� � 0.7�C,

T90¼ 42.1� 0.6�C, Tave¼ 42.8� 0.6�C, and

Tmax¼ 44.3� 0.8�C obtained in an average of 90

measured points per treatment. The CMA applicator

appears to be an effective hyperthermia device to

treat large area superficial disease such as diffuse

chest wall recurrence of breast cancer.
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